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"Because You Believed In Me" Track 1 from the album: "Because You Believed In Me" Â© Label: Capitol Records.

Alana Uncategorized Introduction from Alana: January is National Mentoring Month and it has me thinking a
lot about mentorship and the people who have helped to shape my life and set me on various paths to success.
Marcia is a writer, researcher and author. Inspired by outstanding mentors, she became fascinated by the reach
of key relationships and connecting elements and their influence on the personal narrative. The book is one I
go back to frequently â€” sometimes I read it from cover to cover; other times, I simply turn to one story or
another as a source of inspiration from people who have benefitted from their own mentor-mentee
relationships. Those rich stories from history were the inspiration for collecting contemporary stories. Nobody
I know has given more thought or conducted more research on the topic of mentorship than Marcia. Not only
does she know a lot about it, she lives it. Having had a number of important mentors herself, Marcia pays
those lessons forward as a mentor to so many others. I, for one, consider her one of my most important
mentors and a person I turn to time and again for guidance and support. Contemporary Mentoring Stories
Finish this sentence: A neighbor, a coach, a teacher or boss who believed in you, opened a door, gave a much
needed reality check or inspired a life path. For all the benefits of advancing technology and communicating in
real time, we sacrifice some of those well-worn, natural opportunities â€” specifically, the sharing of
knowledge and wisdom through mentoring. The crush of those real time expectations has a long-term impact.
We do not have the time. We cannot see a tangible outcome or benefit. Perhaps more accurately, we are not
sure exactly what a mentor does or how to go about building a mentoring relationship. Mentoring is an ancient
practice. Sharing our knowledge and experience is in our DNA. We like to make connections on all different
kinds of levels from personal interests to shared experiences to professional skills to content expertise. As with
most relationships, mentoring often comes down to proximity. Then, as our world expands, mentors often
appear in bosses, community friends and leaders. The stories come from thought leaders we know: In learning
their stories, I was heartened to discover that despite the notoriety that so many of these individuals enjoy, just
like you and me, their success hinged on the support of their mentors. To get started, it is often worthwhile to
think about the people in your life that have already made a difference. Who were they, where in your life did
they appear? Is there someone you would like to reconnect with and build on your earlier foundation? If not,
perhaps there is someone in your current network you admire. Reach out for an exploratory visit. When
approaching a mentoring relationship remember that, as with all relationships, it is reciprocal. There must be
an element of give and take. January is National Mentoring Month â€” a time to initiate and celebrate those
relationships of believing.
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Chapter 2 : Because You Believed in Me/Beautiful Country - Gene Watson | Songs, Reviews, Credits | AllM
Because You Believed in Me uses stories of real peopleSusan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Claude Monet
and Eugene Boudin, Ulysses www.nxgvision.com and Abraham Lincolnto demonstrate the powerful benefits of
mentoring.

As is often the case in the lives of country music performers, his early years were spent in rural hardship as his
parents and siblings traveled around in a remodeled school bus where they sought farm work of many different
kinds. Eventually the family moved to Paris, Texas where Gene attended school before dropping out in the
ninth grade. At this point he went to work in the auto salvage business and learned to repair cars. To this day,
after years at the top in the music business, he still owns his own body shop and remains a car fanatic. They
approached Gene with a view to making records. I was recording for Wide World Records and when they
parted Roy agreed to give Russ Reeder his half of my contract, and Russ gave him all of Wide World and all
of the masters. Despite its steamy subject matter which initially caused it airplay problems, it came to the
attention of Capitol Records who took over distribution of the single and signed Gene to the label. The record
peaked at No. For the next five years Gene scored no less than seventeen top twenty hits for Capitol, ten of
which made the top ten. He never told me how or what to record. The hits continued throughout that decade,
later with Curb in and and from then on with Epic until , always recording traditionalist honky tonk country
music of the highest order. When his contract with Epic expired, he concentrated on working on the road,
eventually playing some dates with a young, up and coming artist named Randy Travis , who was managed by
the woman who discovered him, Lib Hatcher Randy and Lib later married in With Russ Reeder now retired,
Gene turned to Hatcher for management. Unfortunately things did not work out well and a long legal wrangle
ensued which effectively prevented him from signing with another label. During this time the artist was now
with Warner Brothers although when the label became aware of the legal situation, they dropped Gene from
their roster. But it seemed everywhere I turned I was going down a blind alley. At this low point in his career,
Gene was on the verge of quitting. With the advent of the new century, Gene had mixed fortunes; in he was
diagnosed with colon cancer, although after rigorous hospital treatment, he was declared well enough again to
continue with his heavy touring schedule. The critical response and success of the venture has led Hux to
follow this up. These tracks are quintessential Gene Watson and capture an artist at the very top of his form.
Chapter 3 : Because You Believed in Me Album
Because You Believed in Me Lyrics: It seemed like forever before I could gather / This bouquet of words just for you / To
tell you how thankful I am for your love / And for all the dreams that.

Chapter 4 : Because You Believed In Me: The Impact of Mentors â€“ Coffee Lunch Coffee
Because You Believed In Me lyrics and chords These country classic song lyrics are the property of the respective artist,
authors and labels, they are intended solely for educational purposes and private study only.

Chapter 5 : Gene Watson - Because You Believed In Me Lyrics
"Because You Believed in Me is a glimpse into everyday mentoring stories that will leave you scrolling through your
mental list of your own mentors. You just might be inspired to pick up the phone, send them a note to say, 'Thank
youâ€”you made a difference.'.

Chapter 6 : Believe in Me Dan Fogelberg Chords and Lyrics for Guitar
It seemed like forever before I could gather This bouquet of words just for you To tell you how thankful I am for your love
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And for all the dreams that came true.

Chapter 7 : Because You Believed In Me Chords - Gene Watson | www.nxgvision.com
Provided to YouTube by The Orchard Enterprises Because You Believed in Me Â· Gene Watson Best Of The Best - 25
Greatest Hits â„— Gene Watson Music Released on: Auto-generated by.

Chapter 8 : Because You Believed in Me - Gene Watson | Songs, Reviews, Credits | AllMusic
Because You Believed In Me By Gene Watson rmofle at www.nxgvision.com 5/22/04 Capo 1 G D G It seemed like
forever before I could gather C G This bouquet of words just for you D G C To tell you how thankful I am for your love A
D And for all the dreams that came true G D G When I was fallin' you stood by.

Chapter 9 : BECAUSE YOU BELIEVED IN ME Lyrics - GENE WATSON | www.nxgvision.com
You believed in me when no one else did; you accepted me for who I am when people rejected me; and you helped and
comforted me when there was no one else to lend me a helping hand. Thank you. Read more quotes and sayings about
Because You Believed In Me.
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